INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of the publicly available services on the Web is a boon for the community at large. But unfortunately it has invited new and novel abuses. Programs (bots and spiders) are being created to steal services and to conduct fraudulent transactions. Such bots may be intended to 1. Make automatic registrations in service accounts like email/social network/cloud/etc and are being used to distribute stolen or copyrighted material. 2. Mimic legitimate clients to change rank of websites popularity. 3. Broadcast junk emails, post advertisements, or ask server to respond at avery high frequency. 4 . Bogus comments on blogs/forums/chats. 5. Online polls are attacked by bots and are susceptible to ballot stuffing. This gives unfair mileage to those who benefit from it. All these forms of misuses will decrease the usefulness of internet services. To prevent such abuses, it is very important to design an automatic system to differentiate between the messages of legitimate human users and non-legitimate computer bots. The Captcha was created to address these needs.
The term "CAPTCHA" was coined by Luis Von Ahn, Manuel Blum, Nicholas J. Hopper (all of Carnegie Mellon University, and John Langford (then of IBM) in 2000. A typical CAPTCHA user interface consists of two parts: a character image with noise, and an input textbox. The CAPTCHA system then asks the user to enter the string of characters that appear in a distorted form on the screen. CAPTCHAs are used because of the fact that it is difficult for the computers to extract the text from such a distorted image, whereas it is relatively easy for a human to understand the text hidden behind the distortions. Therefore, the correct response to a CAPTCHA challenge is assumed to come from a human and not an automated computer bot.
While considering the design principles of well-known CAPTCHA systems, one can see that many well-known websites such as MSN, Yahoo, Google, Badongo, Rapid Share and YouTube have been employing user interfaces similar to that of Fig. 1 . In light the above listed abuses and much more, a need was for a facility that checks users and allows access to services to only human users. It was in this direction that such a tool like CAPTCHA was created.
The main objective of this paper is to conduct a systematic study of Captchas like Google captcha, Complex captcha and Bot detect Captcha and to measure their robustness against attacks by breaking them using Forepart based prediction and Character Adaptive Masking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related work about CAPTCHA is given in section 2. Section 3 describes the sequential steps involved in the system design and the characteristics of the three classes of Captchas: Complex Captchas, Google Captchas and Bot Detect Captchas that are considered here. Section 4 gives implementation details of the segmentation algorithm used for breaking CAPTCHA. The testing results are given in section 5. Finally section 6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, CAPTCHAs are designed in the toughest possible way that prevents any algorithm to break them but still significant work has been done to break these. In 2003, Mori and Malik [4] proposed a shape matching algorithm to break EZ-Gimpy and Gimpy CAPTCHAs. They achieved a success rate of 92% in case of EZGimpy and 33% in case of Gimpy. CAPTCHAs. Chellapillas' et al [5] attacked a number of early CAPTCHAs using machine learning algorithms, and they achieved 4.89% success on an early version of Google's CAPTCHA (around year 2004). In 2007 Ahmad Salah-El-Ahmad, Jeff.Yan and Mohomad Tayara described different types of captcha & the need of captcha in the real time environment [3] . In 2011, Ahmad S, Jeff Yan and Tayara proposed a novel attack that is applicable to a whole family of text CAPTCHAs that build on top of the popular segmentation-resistant mechanism of "crowding character together" for security [1] . Jiqiang Song, Zuo Li, Michael R. Lyu Shijie Cai discussed about Recognition of Merged Characters in [2] . This method utilizes the information obtained from the forepart of merged characters to predict candidates for the leftmost character, and then applies character-adaptive masking and character recognition to verifying the prediction.
III.
SYSTEM DESIGN 3.1 Sequential steps involved in the design  Pre-processing -A set of standard techniques is applied to prepare each challenge image.  Character segmentation -Character segmentation is carried out using Forepart based prediction, necessity-sufficiency matching and Character Adaptive Masking.  Character Recognition -after obtaining single character sub images, they can be recognized using a training set or by inputting to an Optical Character recognition system.
Preprocessing
In preprocessing step the Captcha image is up sampled initially. Up sampling enlarges the image, increases its pixel details, and thus smoothes the embedded text. Up sampling is done by resizing the original image to a standard size of 300*100. Next we binarize the resized image. Binarizing process is done via standard thresholding method: all the pixels with a color value above a heuristically predetermined threshold is converted to black & those below it to white.
Thresholding is then done because the background colors are sufficiently darker or lighter than the text characters. Thresholding is the simple act of partitioning pixels into two groups, text and background, by a value such as color or magnitude/brightness. Pixels matching values above or below a threshold are labeled text or background. Thresholding is used to help segment characters and find character pixels.
Captcha Characteristics 3.3.1 Class 1: Captcha with Complex background
The most efficient technique used to confuse the segmentation is to add random noise to the image. To de-noise captchas many techniques have been proposed over the years. Text characters are drawn in captchas in a variety of ways. Captchas consisting of untransformed text generated from bitmapped fonts placed randomly or statically are easy to identify. Often text pixels are easy to identify because they share a similar set of properties, distinct from the background. This property is used here to distinguish text from background. The algorithm for Class1 consists of preprocessing, character segmentation and character recognition as described above.
3.3.2
Class 2: Bot Detect Captcha Figure 2 . An Example of Bot Detect Captcha T he next class is the Bot Detect Captcha. The Bot Detect CAPTCHA is a chess scheme mainly because of its design. This scheme is effectively like embedding characters within a chess board. As each character is divided into a number of components, either black or white, and all the characters are mixed and connected with the chess board, the designers expect that it is hard for automated programs to extract and recognize the embedded characters. Firstly each chess box is detected. If the majority of pixels in a box are black, then reverse all the pixels that are originally black to white, and the pixels that are originally white, if any, to black. If the majority of pixels in the box are white, then do nothing. 
IV. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
The segmentation algorithm employed for these three classes of captcha is Forepart based (FP) Segmentation algorithm. The FP-based segmentation algorithm [2] consists of two steps: forepart prediction and character-adaptive masking. The former selects a group of candidates by forepart analysis, while the latter screens out the bitmap using the nonrectangular mask adaptive to each candidate and then recognizes the segmented bitmap by the NSM algorithm. Therefore, the merged characters can be segmented with the highest recognition probability.
Forepart Prediction and Analysis
After horizontally scanning a document image, one can obtain the baseline position and the height of each text line, which is the vertical distance between the baseline and the top of the text line. Denoting the height of text line by H l , the term -forepart‖ means the leftmost H l /4 wide part of the input image of merged characters. For a prototype bitmap, it is nearly the left half of the bitmap. The forepart prediction is based on three reliable forepart features, i.e., baseline-related feature, forepart height feature, and forepart boundary feature. The baseline-related feature indicates whether the forepart of a character has components under the baseline, which takes value -true‖ or -false.‖ The forepart height feature indicates whether the forepart occupies the full height above the baseline, which also takes value -true‖ or -false.‖ The forepart boundary feature is a little more complex, defined as follows:
B = {B(i)|i is the row index of a bitmap and baseline ≤ i ≤ baseline + H l } B(i)
is the number of white points before the first black point in the row . Considering the input scanned bitmap may contain noises, it can be revised to be the number of points before the first black segment whose width is not less than the minimum stroke width. The difference between two forepart boundary features B 1 and B 2 is defined as
These three features of each character are obtained from its prototype bitmap and then stored in the feature library. Denote the baseline-related feature by L , the forepart height feature by G and the forepart boundary feature by B. Correspondingly, these three features obtained from the forepart of an input bitmap are denoted by L',G',B',respectively. Letting the initial candidate set C 0 containing all models in a feature library, one can select candidates by the following operations:
The dimension of C 3 is much smaller than that of C 0 , however, candidates like -P‖ and -K‖ cannot be distinguished. To further reduce the number of candidates, for each candidate in C 3 , a quick necessity matching is performed by equation (2) to form C 4 , which is the final candidate set produced by the forepart prediction.
…… (2) 
Character-adaptive Masking
The forepart prediction produces a small number of candidates. The best way to verify each candidate is to screen out the bitmap of the leftmost character and recognize it. To avoid the disadvantages of vertical cutting, a character-adaptive masking algorithm is being proposed, which uses an individual mask for each character. The mask is generated from the prototype bitmap of the character. Before defining the mask, the right boundary of the character is defined. Recall the width and height of the prototype bitmap are W and H, respectively. The right boundary is defined as follows: Notice that the right bound -MAX (RB(i) , W c /2) is important for the sufficiency matching. For example, when the leftmost character is -B‖ the candidates may include -B‖, -P‖ and -L‖. If simply using as the right bound, the masked bitmap of -P‖ or -L‖ will also be recognized perfectly. Using the mask of a candidate to -AND‖ with the input bitmap pixel by pixel, one can segment the bitmap of the candidate from the remainder along the path determined by the right shape of the candidate. Character Adaptive Masking is very effective in segmenting linear and nonlinear merging types. For the overlapped type, at least the shape of the left character can be preserved.
RB = {RB(i)|i is the row index of a bitmap and 0 ≤ i ≤ H}

V. IMPLEMENTATION & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system can be implemented using MATLAB R2010a. Here the input to the system is a Captcha image and output is the characters recognized from the image. Based on the accuracy of recognition robustness of Captcha is measured. A dataset of 100 images were used and a training set of 25 Captcha images were used for each classes of Captcha. Robustness is measured using the following formulae: 
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
The algorithm addressed in paper successfully breaks above mentioned text based CAPTCHAs. In the experimental results, it was found that algorithm can uniformly improve the segmentation rate over the traditional algorithm. The proposed algorithm makes novel and useful contributions to the field of CAPTCHA analysis. The future work includes evaluation of more Text-based captchas and to formulate guidelines & design principles for the generation of attack-resistant Captchas. The basic advantage of the developed system is that it can be used as a module in normal OCR, because a normal OCR program could not recognize character in distorted background. Also it can be used to rate and improve the security of various websites.
